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ABSTRACT 
A review of the literature reveals that athletes have 
better visual ~kills than non-athletes and that these 
skills can be improved with visual training. This study 
was an attempt to determine if visual skills enhanced through 
vieual training transferred directly to athletic performance. 
Pre and post-training visual and basket-shooting skills 
were measured on twelve college women basketball players. 
No significant difference was found between pre and post-
training basket shooting skills. Uncontrolled variables 
and suggestions for further investig~tion are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Visual therapy has long been utilized in the treat-
ment of learning disabled children and strabismus. Recently, 
vision therapy has been used by many optometrists to improve 
or enhance the visual abilities of athletes. Within the 
last few years there has been a rapidly expanding interest 
in physical fitness and. athletics. Not only has the interest 
and participation in sports increased, but so has the 
competitiveness. Teams and athletes are becoming more 
concerned with gaining the extra edge that would give them 
the victory. Many feel this extra edge can be attained by 
enhancing the visual abilities an athlete possesses. By 
training specific visual skills and integrating the visual 
system with the motor syst.em, there will be a transference 
to athletic performance. Our study is an attempt to show 
that when the visual abilities of an athlete are enhanced 
there is an improvement in athletic performance. 
It has long been assumed that good vision is necessary 
for maximum athletic performance. A review of the literature 
indeed does support the idea that good athletes have better 
visual abilities than poorer or non-athletes. 
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Graybiel, et. al. 1 , found that 11 champion 11 athletes 
had a more perfect eye-moving apparatus than non-ath~etes, and 
that when peripheral vision was excluded on discus and javelin 
throwers, movements became clumsy and the distance of the 
throws was significantly shorter. They also found that 
the more skillful tennis and soccer players perceived depth 
more accurately, and that sportsmen, as a group had bett~r 
depth perception than unskilled people. 
Williams and Thirer2 concluded that both vertical and 
horizontal fields of vision were superior for athletes as 
compared to non-athlete~. Rudini 3 also found that athletes 
had significantly better peripheral fields that non-athletes, 
along with faster reactioti times and better depth perception. 
Stroup4 found that college basketball players had a signif-
icantly greater field of motion perception than non-basketball 
players. 
Morris and Kreighbaum 5 found that high-percentage field 
goal shooters in basketball were significantly less variable in 
their dynamic visual acuity scores at the 10 and 15 r.p.m. 
speeds than were low-percentage shooters. Also in free-throw 
shooting, a significant difference in variability was found at 
the 15 r.p.m. speed, with the low-percentage shooters showing 
gieater variability in their scores. They concluded that dynamic 
visual acuity may have a positive effect on basketball playing 
ability and that such acuity is an asset beyond good shooting 
mechanics. 
·- :J -· 
.Trachtman6 teated 36 little league momboro for oculur 
motilitf. Correlations significant beyond the 0.05 level, 
were found between batting average and vertical and hori-
zontal pursuits, ocular motility, and age. 
The ability to perceive depth is highly dependent upon 
binocular vision and muscle balance. Precision of eye muscle 
coordination from innervational patterns leads to precision 
of movements allowing the organism maximum sensory input 
to get the information necessary to perform the task. 7 • 8 
The importance of testing fusion at all distances in all 
positions of gaze especiallY. in the superior field, as well as 
the quality of fusion under visual stress has been discussed 
by Etting. 7 • 9 
10 Falkowitz and Mendel evaluated fifty Little League 
baseball players ages 11 to 13. All had corrected binocular 
visual acuity to 20/20. Convergence near point was tested 
by the bell push-up method, ocular dominancy by the hole-in-
the-card method as well as pursuit and saccadic fixation.-
Their conclusions concerning binoculatiry that of the top ten 
hitters who were studied, nine had convergence nearpoints of 
two inches or better, and the ten poorest hitters varied 
from between four and beyond eight 'I inches, 
Visualization is an import~nt skill fur athletes. They 
picture in their mind themselves performing at their best. 
These performances are collated vith movement patterns pre-
viously experienced (muscle memory) enhancing future perfor-
mane es. 
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11 12 Jacobson ' demonstrated that physiologically a 
person's muscles showed small detectable amounts of electri-
cal activity associated with movement when that person 
imagined a specific activity. 
In a classic study, Richardson12 studied the effects 
of visualization on the free-throw scores of basketball 
players. Three groups were chosen at rindom, none of whom 
had ever practiced visualization previously. Group 1 prac-
ticed free-throws every day for 20 days. Group 2 practiced 
on the first and tweritieth days with no practice in between. 
Group 3 also practiced on the first and.last day, but in 
addition they spent 20 minutes .each day visualizing sinking 
baskets and correcting their aim on the next shot if they 
mentally missed. Results indicated Group 1 that actually 
practiced improved 24%, Group 2 that had no practice in 
between the first and twentieth day did not improve at all. 
Group 3 that visualized, improved 23%. 7 
The literature also reveals that certain visual abilities 
can be enhanced through train~ng.l3,l4,l5 This includes 
skills such as peripheral perception, peripheral vision 
reaction times, and stereoscopic acuity. Wittenberg, et. 
al., 1 5 studied a group of sixteen subjects, measured with 
stereometric cards in a telebinocular, and divided them into 
a control group and an experimental group. The experimental 
group u.nderwent training in an instrument in which they 
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repeatedly adjusted one virtual object.to lie in the.same 
fronto-parallel plane as another virtual object. Post train-
ing retest showed both groups to have improved performance, 
but the experimental section demonstrated a far greater 
improvement, statistically s!gnificant at the 0.01 l~vel, 
indicating that stereoscopic acuity had been improved by 
training. 
According to a study by Johnson, 13 11 The results left 
little question tbat perception in the peripheral field, as 
measured by the test, improved with practice. 11 
. . 
The fact that accommodation and convergence skills can 
be improved with training is well documented and sources 
dealing with these areas will not be cited here. 
Beals, et. al., 16 attempted to determine whether 
basket shooting accuracy was signif·icantly related to 
a basketball player's visual characteristics, i.e. - static 
visual acuity, dynamic visual acuity, depth perception, and 
size constancy. Their results indicated that basket shoot-
ing accuracy is significantly.dependent upon dynamic visual 
acuity, and that individual shooting performances from both 
the field and free-throw line could be predicted within 
an error of 4% using the multiple regression model 
developed in their study. Dippner 17 however, disputed 
the validity of their method of statistical analysis 
and therefore their conclusions. 
j 
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: Some studies imply a di~ect relationship between.improving 
visual skills· and increasing athletic performance,.how-
ever the studies ire scarce and of questionable scientific 
significance. 
Our study began immediately following the end of the 
1982 Pacific University Women's Basketball season. It was 
based on the hypothesis that a group of female basketball 
players given six weeks of intensive visual training would. 
show an increase in visual abilities and that this increase 
in visual performance would transfer to basketball shooting 
performance. 
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ME:THODOLO G Y• 
Sub,j ects 
An orientation meeting with the coach and team was 
conducted. At that time the benefits, disadvantages, dur-
ation, and design of the experiment were presented. After 
the presentation the coach collected a list of all the women 
who were interested in participating either as control or 
experimental subjects. There were fourteen females ages 18-
23, who decided to take.part in the study all of whom were 
members of Pacific's Womens Basketball Team. Of this number 
eight were placed in the experimental group and six in the 
control group. Selection of members for either of the 
groups was done on a voluntary basis. 
In order to be eligible for our.study it was required 
that each participant, whether in the control or experimental 
group, meet certain minimum standards. These s.tandards were: 
1) No subject would have a tropia, 2) best corrected visual 
acuity of at least 20/40 in the poorer ey~ (3) and each 
member must have at least 500 arc seconds of stereoacuity. 
Procedures _Qnd Materials for Visual and Basketball 
Measurements 
Once the selection of the group members had been 
completed a set of pre-training visual and basketball shooting 
!-, li 
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skills were measured. These measurements were tiken on 
subjects both in the control and experimental groups. Upon 
completion of the program, post-training measurements were 
recorded and st~tistical analysis performed. 
The pre and post visual skill measurements were performed 
by non-participating optometry students in order to avoid 
any biases by the researchers. The visual skill measurements 
consisted of the following: 
1) Static Visual Acuity at 20 feet and 16 inches OD, 
OS. 
2) Dynamic Visual Acuity at 10 feet using a 20/20 
letter <wt"td:i •bbith ~eye:s op-en.n· •.•ci. (See appendix 
A for procedure) 
3) ~2.00D Accomodative Rock at 16 11 using random letter-
number chart (See Appendix B for chart) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
Far to Near Accomodative Rock-Haynes Method 
(Appendix 1 C!) 
Pierce Sadcadic Test #3 (Appendix D) 
Stern Fixation Test (Appendix E) 
Arc Sec Randot Stereo Test 
Howard-Dolman Depth Perception Test taken at 10 
feet (Appendix F) 
9) Fixation Disparity as measured by the Disparometer 
(Appendix G) 
10) Wayne Saccadic Fixation Test (Appendix H) 
All of the above tests were conducted at Pacific 
University's Vision Tra~nihg Clini6. Additionally, all of 
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the measurements were taken 1wd.th.·· the sub,j ects 1wea:rtl'Dg 1 th·e·iiri.,, 
@.;i.pd.c:t;ua:l!-o.(;l"ports correction. 
The pre and post basketball shooting skills were conducted 
at·the Pacific Athletic Center. Both the pre and post 
basketball shooting skills were supervised by the two re-
searchers and they consisted of the following. 
1) Twenty-five throws 
2) Twenty~five j~mp shots, both from th~ right and left 
sides of the basket. The jump shots were performed at a dis-
tance of twelve feet from the basket at an angle of between 
twenty-five to thirty degrees to the back board. Th~ shooter 
was required to catch the basketball on the run, stop at 
the required location, turn and bank the ball off the backboard 
and into the basket. The basketball was thrown to the shooter 
by one researcher while the other researcher recorded the 
res·ults. It was required that the basketball be banked off 
the backboard and into the ba~ket in order for the shot to 
be counted as a score. (See f6llowing Diagram) 
After the pre-visual and ~asketball measurements had 
been completed; a six week visual enhancement program was 
initiated•f6r those ~irls in the experimental group. The 
girls in the control group were to participate in a differ-
ent activity with an equal time commitment, this will be 
described later. Once the six week program had been completed, 
r 1 I I l~ 
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a break period of between ton days to fourte.on days was 
allowed before the same pre-visual and basketball skills 
tests were repeated. Since our study started after the 
women 1 s basketball season, each· subject , whether in th.e 
control or experimental group, was informed that we did not 
want them to play basketball until our experiment had been 
com pl et ed; · 
Program forExperimenta1_ Group 
The eight experimen~al group members received seven 
fifty minute in-office visual enhancement sessions at Pacific 
University's Vision Training Clinic. These seven sessions 
were performed over a six week period. The subjects were 
trained in pairs with each third year student researcher 
working with two pairs of subjects. Each pair of subjects 
came into the vision training clinic one day a week. For 
consistancy the vision training day remained the same for the 
duration of the study. Each in-office and out-offic6 
session was designed to encompass training activities for 
five basic areas. The areas were: 
1) Dynamic Visual Acuity 
2) Acco•mmbda'tion 
3) Eye movements 
·4) Binocularity/Fusion 
5) Visual-Perceptual-Motor 
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Each subject worked at their own level of perfor~ance, 
but all subjects used the same equipment and procedures. 
As the subject's level of performance increased the tasks 
were made increasingly more difficult through the addition 
of the following procedures and instruments: 
1) Plus and Minus lenses 
2) Loose Prisms 
3) Eye movements in different meridians of gaze 
4) Near to Far Jumps 
5) Cover/Uncover/R~covery 
6) Performing visual tasks while in off-balance body 
positions 
7) Motor outputs, such as gross and fine body move-
ments on a trampoline and balance beam. 
8) Processing and integrating information while 
maintaining a ~atisfact6ry level of visual per-
formance i.e. answering questions, performing 
multiple events in sequence. 
Each pair of subjects received a packet of visual 
training equipment to share for home training. The home 
equipment packet contained the. following: 
1) Vodnoy Aperature Rule with both single and double 
aperatures 
2) AcconnJl,odat.iv-Blens flippers 
. . ±1.50, ±2.00, ±2.50 
3) Loo~e Prisms 
6,8,10 and 12 prisms diopters 
4) Hand held stereoscope with BO and BI cards 
5) Tranaglyphs 50,51&52 
\ 'I 
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. 6). Red-Green glasses 
7) Bro ck string 
8) Marsdan Ball 
Each individual was required to practice forty 
minutes a day on their home exercises. It was permissible 
for the forty minutes to be broken up into two twenty 
minute sessions. On the day that the subjects received 
their in-office training, no home visual training was required. 
All subjects were provided, once a week, a detailed list 
of home exercises on the day that they received their in-
office training. 
Each participant was sent home with a ledger sheet 
that listed the exercises to be performed for the week. 
On these ledg~r sheets the subjects recorded in a column, 
which was along side the exercise to be performed, the amount 
of time spent on that particular activity • (See Appendix I). 
. There were usually three or more activities to be performed 
during any particular week. These reports were turned in on 
the day of the in-office session. At the beginning of 
each in-office session a short progress check was done 
on the past week 1 s home training. Tlien· at tbe end of the in-
office session the trainer went over the next week's home 
assignment to make sure the subject knew how to perform each 
of the techniques correctly. 
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The following is a schedule of the in-office and home 
training procedures that were perforrned,for the s~ke of 
keeping the list as short as possible. once the exercise 
and its ;va·riation.s has been listed we will only state the 
exercise and the reader can ref er back to the past weeks 
assignments to again look at the many proc~dures and vari-
ation-s. 
Schedule Of The In-Office and Horne Traini.!2.E. Procedures 
In-Office VT Session #1 
1) Brock String or Rod 
A) Convergence Push-ups 
B) Cover/Uncover/Recover 
C) Rotations 
D) Near-Far Jumps 
E) Do in different positions of gaze 
F) Addition of Plus and Minus lenses 
G) Addition of Loose Prisms 
2) Tranaglyphs 50 and 51 
A) Work BI and BO sides 
B) SILO 
C) Look-aways 
D) Cover/Uncover/Recover 
E) Do in different positions of gaze 
F) Addition of Plus and Mintis lenses 
G) Addition of Loose Prisms 
H) Supression Control 
3) Balance Rail 
A) Walk forward then backwara 
B) Pick up eraser while looking straight ahead 
C) Step over objects while looking straight ahead 
D) Balance erasers on hands, then on head 
E) Do with eyes closed (Visualization) 
F) Cross rnidline walking 
G) Combine with one Marsdan ball, then two Marsdan 
balls 
-Do rnarsdan ball techniques 
! 
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The following is a schodule of the in-office and home 
training procedures that were performed,for the slke of 
keeping the list as short as possible. once the exercise 
and its variations has been listed we will only state the 
exercise and the reader can refer back to the past weeks 
assignments to again look at the many proc~dures and vari-
ations. 
Schedule Of The In-Office ~nd Home Training Procedures 
In-Office VT Session Jl1. 
1) Brock String or Rod 
A) Convergence Push-ups 
B) Cover/Uncover/Recover 
C) Rotations 
D) Near-Far Jumps 
E) Do in different positions of gaze 
F) Addition of Plus and Minus lenses 
G) Addition of Loose Prisms 
2) Tranaglyphs 50 and 51 
A) Work BI and BO sides 
3) 
B) SILO 
C) Look-aways 
D) Cover /Uncover /Re~over 
E) Do in different positions of gaze 
F) Addition of Plus and Minus lenses 
G) Addition of Loose Prisms 
H) Supression Control 
Balance Rail 
A) Walk forward then backward 
B) Pick up eraser while looking straight ahead 
C) Step over objects while looking straight ahead 
D) Balance erasers on hands, then on head 
E) Do with eyes closed (Visualization) 
F) Cross midline walking 
G) Combine with one Marsdan ball, then two Marsdan 
balls 
-Do marsdan ball techniques 
-,,;, 
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H) Answer questions simultaneously with above 
activities 
Marsden Ball 
A) Start monocular and work to binocular 
B) Move in all directioris of gaze 
1 ) To and Fro . 
2) Right to left 
3) Diagonally 
4) Circularly - c.lockwise and countercllock-'--
wise 
C) Combine with wa~king rail 
D) Do in different body positions 
1) Basketball stance 
2) Standing on one foot 
3) Body tilted right or left 
E) Dodge ball 
F) Call out ~etters at different distances 
G) Near-far jumps with two marsdan balls 
H) Addition of plus and minus lenses 
I) Addition of loose prisms 
J) Answer questions simultaneously with the above 
activities. 
Home Assignment 
1) Brock String 
2) Tranaglyphs 50 and 51 
3) Marddan' biill 
In-Office VT Session #2 
1) Hand held stereoseope 
A) AN and BU series 
B) Jump Ductions 
C) Trombone 
2) Wayne Saccadic Fixatd>.n·.1, . 
A) Performed at eye level, waist level, and 
above eye level so that the subject must 
jump to touch the light 
B) Right hand only 
C) Left hand only 
D) Both hands 
E) R:ight hand to left side, then left hand to 
right.side 
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4) 
Marsdan Ball 
Vectograms 
A) Work with TO.PPER, CHICAGO SKYLINE, AND FIGURE 
EIGHT 
B) Work BO and gr; range extension 
Blur/Break/Recover 
C) Observe SILO, FLOAT, LOCALIZATION, AND PARALAX 
D) Jump directions 
E) Check for suppressions 
F) Combine with plus and minus lenses 
G) Project onto a wall 
H) Move subject closer and farther away 
5) Trampoline 
A) Right-left turns 
B) Twist arms, head, and trunk upon command 
C) Give each side o~ the trampoline a name, 
turn to'the side named upon command 
D) Addition of a metronome 
E) 11 Picture 11 in mind the move being made 
F) Do concept of opposites 
G) Do self-directed exercises 
H) Combine with Marsdan Ball activities 
I) Do two instructions at a time and work 
toward four or five 
J) Combine ~ith Pitch-Back activities 
6) Brock st_r.ing attached ";o rotator 
A) Do regular brock-''String exercises 
Home Assignment 
1) Stereoscope 
A) B~ and BI cards 
2) Tranaglyphs 51 and 52 
3) Marsdan Ball 
4) ±1. 50 D Accomanixdalti-ve:',Ro'ck 
A) Call out one word then flip 
B) Read one sentence then flip 
C) Keep distance constant 
5) sA Prism Rock 
A) Work both BO and BT 
B) Call out one wortl or letter then flip 
C) Read one sentence then flip 
D) Keep distance constant 
- "'' 
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5) sll.PrismRock 
A) Work both BO und BI 
B) Call out one word or lotter lhen flip 
0) Read one sentence then flip 
D) Keep distance constant 
In-Office Session #3 
Same as Session #2 
Home Assignment 
-1 7 .. 
Same as home assi.gnment #2 except inc.rease· accommodative 
rock to ±2.00 D 
In-Office Session #4 
1 ) Hart Charts 
2) 
A) One chart for near and one for far 
cfill one letter on near chart then one on the 
far chart 
B) Tombrone near chart 
C) Monocular working to binocular 
Rotoscope 
A) Use Pumpkin slides 
B) BO and BI range extension 
0) Blur/Break/Recovery 
D) Check for supressions 
3) Wayne Saccadic Fixator 
4) VocJnoy Aperature Rule 
A) Work both the single and double aperatures 
with their respective cards · 
B) Lo6k far away then back and regain fusion 
C) Be aware of objects in periphery 
D) Observe supression controls 
E) Observe SILO 
F) Combine with plus lenses 
§) Marsden ball ane B~lance Beam activities combined 
I 
l 
I 
! 
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6·) Vectograms 
A) Work with Topper and Quoits 
7) Balance beam 
8) Stereoscope 
A) AN and BU Series 
Home Assignment 
1) Stereoscope 
A) BO and BI cards 
2) Vodnoy Aperature Rule 
A) Both single and double aperatures 
3) ±z.~o Accommdditive:.Robk 
4.) 1 oh Prism Rock 
5) .Marsdan Ball 
6) Hart Charts 
7) Finger Rotations 
In-Office Session lf..2 
1 ) Tachistoscope 
-1 g_ 
A) Write down letters, numbers or ~ords that 
are shown for 1/25 sec. -decrease exposure, 
if 1/25 is too easy 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
B) Call out first and last letters 
C) Point to differerit numbers 
D) Raise hand when shown a certain number or letter 
Marsden ball and Balance Beam activities combined 
Wayne Saccadic Fixator 
Cine Orthopter 
Rotoscope 
A) Use Pumpkin Slides 
Vodnoy Apert0re Rule 
A) Both single and double apertu.re 
Vectograms 
A) Topper and Quoits 
f 
I 
r 
r 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Marsdan Ball 
±2.50 ADcmmmodbtive Ro~k 
12 A Prism Rock 
Vodnoy .Jtpertl:Pr:e· Rul:i:vJ 
A) Both single and double aperatures 
5) Stereoscope 
A) Both BO and BI cards 
6) Brock string 
7) Tranaglyphs 5~ and 52 
In-Office Session ji!_ 
1) Tachistoscope 
2) Wayne Saccadic Fixator 
3) Cine Orthopter 
4) Variable Vectogram 
A) Mother -Goose 
5) Rotoscope 
A) Use Pumpkin slides 
6) _v o dnoy Aperturen Rul1n 
A) Both_ double and single apertur~s:• 
7) ±2.50 Aooomm6d~iive"Ro~k 
8) 12A Prism Rock 
9) Marsdan Ball 
Home Assignment 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Marsdan Ball 
Brock String 
±2.50 Accommodative .Robk 
12A Prism Rock 
I 
! 
I 
l 
L 
5) Stereoscope 
A) Both BO and BI cards 
6) Vodnoy ff\pe:rture; Ru1e' 
A) Both Double and .Single Apertures:· 
7) Tranaglyphs 51 and 52 
In-Office Session JL1 
1) Vodnoy Aperture.Rule. 
A) Both Double and Single Apertures~ 
2) Ster en scope 
A) Both BO and BI cards 
3) Rotoscope · 
•A) Use Pumpkin Slides 
4) 12A Prsim Rock 
5) ±2.50 Accommod~t±ve Ro~k 
~) Wayne Saccadic Fixator 
7) Marsdan Ball and Balance Beam activities combined 
Home Assignment 
1 ) Life-Saver Card to maintain performance 
Program for Control GrOUJ!. 
The cohtrol group for our study consisted of six girls 
who did not wish to participate as experimental subjects, 
butnone-the-less desired to contribute in some capacity. 
As members of a control group none of them received any visual 
training. However, all members in the control group were 
required to pass the minimum standards that were stated 
·~ 
I 
I 
i 1l 
I 
L 
•. 21 ., 
earlier. In order to make a statistical comparison and test 
our hypothesis, each subject in the control group also under-
went the•same .. pre and post visual and basketball skills tests 
as the experimental group members. 
The original design of the control group program was 
such that each girl would.be involved in some small group 
activity. This small group activity was to be supervised 
by one of the researchers. The reason for placing t~e 
subjects in some sort of activity was to negate the effect 
that special attention ~ay have had on those.women in the 
experimental group. 
The control group members were to participate in one 
of the activities one day a week for at least fifty minutes. 
This was to continue for a period of six weeks. At the end 
of six ~eeks a ten day to fourteen day lay-off period was 
allowed before the post visual and basketball skills were 
te~ted This program was the same length as that of the 
experimental group, as well as similar in structure. The 
only major difference was that no home assignment was given 
to the control group members. 
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Table I shows the pre-therapy visual skill measurements 
of the control group, and Table II shows the pre-therapy visual 
skill measurements of th~ experimental group. Table III 
shows the post visual skill measurements of the control group 
therapy, while Table IV shows the post-therapy visual skill 
measurements of the experimental group. 
The student 1 s t- value equals 1.812 with 10 degrees of 
freedom and is signific~nt to the p .05 level . 
,, 
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Table I 
Pre-Visual Skill Measurements of the Control Group 
Subject 7 8 
Static Visual Acuity 
Far (20') OD 20/20 20/25-2 
OS 20/20 20/25-3 
Near ( 16") OD 20/20 20/20 
OS 20/20 20/20 
Dynamic Visual Acuity 
20/20 letter (RPM' s) 52.0 46.0 
± 2.00 Rock at 16'' (cyl/min) 12.0 12.0 
Haynes Distance-Near Rock (cyl/min) 11.5 12.5 
stern Fixation Test #2 (secs) 58.0 50.0 
Pierce Saccadic Test #3 (secs) 30.0 14.0 
Randot Stereo Test (arc secs) 20.0 20;0 
Howard-Dolman (cm) 
Back-Front +1.75 -2.95 
Front-Back +.30 -1. 95 
Fixation Disparity 3xo 4xo 
Wayne Saccadic Fixator (#/min) 41 54 
9 10 
20/20_2 20/20 
20/20 20/20 
20/20 20/20 
·20120 20/20 
42.0 62.0 
17.0 15.0 
17.0 14.0 
57.0 55.0 
18.0 24.0 
20.0 20;0 
-1.97 +.95 
-1. 67 +1.50 
2xo 3eso 
57 45 
11 
20/20 
20/20 
20/20 
20/20 
53.0 
13.5 
14.0 
72.0 
20.0 
20.0 
+.85 
+.60 
2xo 
40 
12 
20/15 
20/15 i I 20/20 
20/20 I 
I 35.0 
9.5 I I 14.0 j 55 .. 0 
15.0 I 
' !""<() ,.._ I I 
,('.-... .. :...; I 
l 
-. 93 I 
r~ 
-.ov I 
4xo 
44 
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Table II 
Pre-Visual Skill Measurements of the Experimental Group 
Subject 1 2 3 4 5 6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Static Visual Acuity 
Far (20') OD 20/20_1 20/20:~ 20/15=~ 20/20=~ 20/lOQ~l 20/20~~ OS 20/15 20/20 20/15 20/20 20/65 20/10. -I Near (16") OD 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/30:~ 2C/30 
I. OS 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/30 20/30 Dynamic Visual Acuity 
20/20 letter (RPM's) 56 44 52 44 -41 42 
± 2.00 Rock at 16" (cyl/min) 6.5 11.5 9.0 20.0 7.0 15.0 
Haynes Distance-Near Rock (cyl/min) 13.5 28.0 14.0 13.0* 13.0 13.5 
Stern Fixation Test #2 (sec) 70.0 50.0 50.0 55.0 74.0 49.0 
Pierce Saccadic Test #3 (sec) 26.0 14.0 23.0 26.0 26.0 15.0 
Randot Stereo Test (arc secs) 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 ZO.C: 
Howard-Dolman (cm) 
Back-Front +.65 -.93 +.30 +.23 -.75 -3.05 
Front-Back +.20 -1.33 +.55 +.30 -1.35 -~-90 
Fixation Disparity 2eso leso 9eso 2xo lxo 3eso 
Wayne Saccadic Fixator (#/min) 38 41 38 41 50 39 
1 ,_ 
.~ 
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Table III 
Post-Visual Skill Measurements of the Control Group 
subject 7 8 9 10 
Static Visual Acuity 
-2 Far ( 20 ' ) OD 20/20 20/25+2 20/20 20/20 
OS 20/20 20/30 20/20 20/20 
Near ( 16") OD 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 
OS 20/20 20/30 20/20 20/20 
l Dynarnic Visual P. . cu·i ty 
20/20 letter (RPM's) 75.0 48.0 48.0 60.0 
± 2.00 Rock at 16" (cyl/min) 16.0 12.0 12.5 14.0 
Haynes Distance-Near Rock (cvl/min) 12.0 14.0 15.0 14.0 
Stern Fixation Test #2 (secs) 60.0 54.0 52.0 58.0 
Pierce Saccadic Test #3 (secs) 25.0 12.0 16.0 23.0 
Randot Stereo Test (arc secs) 20.0 70.0 20.0 20.0 
Howard-Dolman (cm) 
Back-Front +. 85 -2.37 -.75 +1.25 
Front-Back +.40 -1. 03 +.30 +1.50 
Fixation Disparity 2eso 4xo 3xo 2xo 
Wayne Saccadic Fixator (#/min) 58 56 53 43 
11 
20/25 
20/20 
20/20 
20/20 
56.0 
11.0 
13.0 
71. 0 
15.0 
20.0 
-.20 
+.20 
3xo 
48 
12 
I 
20/20 !. 
20120 I 
20/20 I 
20/20 
50.0 I 
16.0 i 14.0 
r 50.0 
1;::;: n i ~0:~ l 
ft 
+.SC f 
+l. 40 i 
2xo 
64 I j 
' 
''° ~.
I 
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Table IV 
Post-Visual Skill Measurements of the Experimental Group 
Subject 1 2 3 4 
Static Visual Acuity 
( 20' ) 20/20=~ +3 20/20_2 20/20 Far OD 20/20+3 
OS 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 
Near ( 16") OD 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 
OS 20/20 20/20 20/20 20/20 
i Dynamic Visual Acuity 
20/20 letter (RPM's) 65.0 58.0 45.0 55.0 
± 2.00 Rock at 16'' (cyl/min) 19.0 21. 0 21.0 24.0 
Haynes Distance-Near Rock (cyl/min) 23.0 32.0 28.0 20.0 
Stern Fixation Test #2 (secs) 62.0 50.0 41. 0 39.0 
I Pierce Saccadic Test #3 (secs) 20.0 12.0 12.0 14.0 
Raridot Stereo Test (arc secs) 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 
Howard-Dolman (cm) 
Back-Front -.23 -.60 +. 30 +.15 
Front-Back -.70 +.40 +1. 40 +.30 
Fixation Disparity 6eso 0 3eso 2xo 
, Wayne Saccadic Fixator (#/min) 38 62 49 56 
------------
5 
20/60 
20/60 
. 
20/20 
20/20 
50.0 
20.0 
18.0 
58.0 
18.0 
20.0 
-1.45 
-.10 
4eso 
66 
6 
' I 
20120 I 
20/20 I 
i 
20/20 i 
2G/2G I 
60.0 
21.5 
34.0 
42.0 
20.0 
50.0 
-2.6G 
-.56 
2esc 
~~ 
j i 
! 
I 
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S'.l'NrIS'rIC ANALYSIS Oli" VISUAL SKILLS: 
CON'I'ROL GROUP 
Method of Analysis: Student t-test (one-tailed test). 
Test N M S .D. v t-value Df Lev of Sig 
DVA 6 7.83 9.37 87.77 2.048 10 .10 
± 2.00 6 0.42 4.12 16.94 0.247 10 
Haynes Rk 6 0.16 1. 21 1. 47 0.337 10 
Stern 6 0 .33 3.98 15.87 0.205 10 
Pierce 6 2.67 2.34 5.47 2.794 10 .05 
Wayne 6 6.83 9.97 99.37 1. 679 10 
N = number of pairs of scores 
M = mean difference between paired scores 
S.D. = standard deviation between paired scores 
V = variance between paired scores 
df = degrees of freedom = N - 2, N = n 1 + n 2 
Of the skills measured, only DVA and Pierce Saccadic Test 
showed a significant change between pre and post-testing. 
----------------
-2 f\ -
STA'.I'ISTIC ANALYSIS Ol!' VISUAL SKil~LS: 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Method of Analysis: Student t-test (one:..tailed test). 
Test N M S.D. v t-value Df Lev of Sig 
DVA 6 9.00 8.56 '73.20 2.5'7'7 10 .05 
± 2.00 6 9.58 3.65 13.34 6.42'7 10 .01 
Haynes Rk 6 10.00 6.27 39.30 3.907 10 .01 
Stern 6 8.33 6.95 48.27 2.938 10 .05 
Pierce 6 5.67 6.35 40.27 2.187 10 .10 
Wayne 6 16.83 12.54 157 .36 3.287 10 .01 
N = number of pairs of scores 
M = mean difference between paired scores 
S.D. = standard deviation between paired scores 
V = variance between paired scores 
Df = degrees of freedom = N - 2, N = n 1 + n 2 
Critical Values of t: 2.228 at .05 level, 3.169 at .01 level. 
Note: Fixation disparity as measured by the Howard Dolman 
apparatus and the Vision Analysis Disparometer were not ana-
lyzed. Also, the 8 diopter Prism Rock was not analyzed due 
to absence of pre-therapy data. 
The skills that improved most significantly were the accommo-
dative as measured by the ± 2.00 rock and the Eye-Hand 
Reaction time as measured by the Wayne Saccadic Fixator. 
The Pierce Test, however, showed less improvement than the 
control group. So no conclusions can be drawn concerning 
the effectiveness of training saccadic ability as measured 
by this particular test. The Stern Fixation Test and the 
DVA Test showed improvement significant at the .05 level. 
! I 
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PRE-BASKETBALL SHOOTING SKILLS OF THE 
CONTROL GROUP 
(# made out of 25) 
Subject o·ump Shots (Rt) Jump Shots (lf) Free-Throws 
7 13 21 23 
8 6 8 17 
9 21 16 21 
10 9 14 13 
11 8 14 20 
12 8 12 20 
POST-BASKETBALL SHOOTING SKILLS OF THE 
CONTROL GROUP 
(# made out of 25) 
Subject Jump Shots (Rt) Jump Shots ( lf) Free-Throws 
7 21 14 22 
8 17 11 17 
9 16 18 12 
10 7 13 15 
11 13 17 18 
12 16 12 J. 6 
··30·-
.· 
PRE-BASKETBALL SHOOTING SKILLS OF THE 
EXPERIMJCN'.J:'AL GROUP 
(# made out of 25) 
Subject Jump Shots (Rt) Jump Shots (lf) Free-Throws 
1 10 11 17 
2 14 13 24 
3 10 10 21 
4 17 16 15 
5 9 13 15 
6 14 9 15 
. 
POST-BASKETBALL SHOOTING SKILLS OF 'rI~E 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
· (# made out of 25) 
Subject Jump Shots (Rt) Jump Shots ( lf) Free-Throws 
I 1 10 7 13 
2 16 13 20 
3 15 15 18 
4 16 16 14 
5 21 12 19 
6 18 15 18 
- '\ 1 -
JUMP SHOTS (RIGHT) 
P:re-V.T. Exp. Post-V.T. Exp. 
Subject # x x2 x x2 
1 10 100 10 100 
2 14 196 16 256 
3 10 100 15 225 
4 17 289 16 256 
5 9 81 21 441 
6 14 196 18 324 
L 74 962 96 1602 
-
P:re~Cont Post- Cont. 
Subject# x x2 x x2 
7 13 169 21 441 
8 6 36 17 289 
9 21 1,41 16 256 
10 9 8 :i. 7 49 
11 8 64 13 169 
12 8 64 16 256 
~ 65 855 90 1ie60 
N= 1+(6) = 24 
A. 
••• ·1:111 -
:Within-Group Variance TI:stirnate 
L(X )2 
1) J.;x~otal 'Bx2 Total -- --N--n 
2:x~ ( 7 4) 
2 
= 962 () -- 1,.9. 33 
Z,'x2 (96) 
2 
= 1602 = 66.oo 2 
-Zx~ = 855 (65)
2 
- 6 
= 150.83 
i:'x! = 1460 
~t0)2 
= 110.00 
Pooled sum of Squares = 49,33 + 66.00 + 150.83 +. 
110.00 = 376.16 
Pooled sum of degrees of freedom = N-K = 24 - 4 = 20 
= 32 = 376.16 = 
w 
Within-Group Variance Estimate 18.808 
- 20 -
B. Between-Group Variance Estimate 
x1 = 
x2 = 
P-
96 
b 
= 12.33 
= 16.00 
325 
XTotal = 24 = 
Nl (-, - ) 2 Xl 7 XTota1 = 
N2 (X2-XTota1) 2 = 
N3 (X3-XTotal) 2 = 
N4 (X4-XTotal) 2 = 
6 
6 
6 
6 
~Ni (Xo i x )2 - Total 
x 3 = 
65 b. 
= 10.83 
90 
X4 = b = 15. 00 
13.51, 
(12.33 2 8.'7846 13.54) . -
(16.00 13.54) 2 = 36.3096 
(10.83 . 2 44.0646 13. 54) = 
(15.00 2 12.7896 13. 54) = 
= 101. 91+84 
Degrees of Freedom = (K-1) = 4 - 1 = 3 
Between~Group Varianco Estimate 2 = SB 
101.91,8/,. 
3 
s2 
B 
F Ratio = S2 -
w 
F O" = 3.10 
• ::> 
' 
33;9323 
18.808 
F.01 = 
s2 + 33.9828 B 
1.8068269 
·-33·· 11 
JUMP Sl!OTS (LEFT) 
Pre-11.T. Exp. Post-11.T. Exp. 
Subject # x x2 x x2 
1 11 121 7 49 
2 13 169 13 169 
3 10 100 15 225 
4 16 256 16 256 
! i 
5 13 169 12 144 
6 9 81 15 225 
-----
~ 72 896 78 1068 
·--
Pre -11.T. Cont. Post-V.T. Cont. 
Subject # x x2 x x2 
7 21 ~41 1 L> 196 
8 8 64 11 121 
9 16 25.6 18 32L> 
10 14 196 13 169 
11 14 196 17 289 
12 12 144 12 1~4 
-
I: 85 1297 85 1243 
... 
I; XTotal = 320 N = 24 
A. Within-Group Var_:iance mrr~:lrnate 
B. 
1) Within-Group sum of squares 
""'x2 D~ ( Lx )2 Total ... ·-----~· 'l'ota1 N 
'L 2 (72) 2 x1 = 896 6- = 32.00 
.. LX~ = 1068 (78)
2 
--r- = 54,00 
~x~ (85)
2 
= 1297. ~- = 92.83 
~xz (85)
2 
= 1243 6 = 38.83 
Pooled sum of squares= 32 + 54 + 92.83 + 38.83 = 
217.66 
Pooled sum of degrees of freedom = N~K = 24 - 4 = 20 
Within-Group variance estimate = 82 w = 
217.66 
20 = 
10.883 
Be·~ween-Group Variance Estimate 
72 85 
x1 = b = 12 x3 = b- = 14.167 
78 85 
x2 = b = 13 x4 = b = 14.167 
XTotal 
320 
= - 2 4 = 13.33 
Nl (X1-XTota1) 2 = 6 (12 2 10.6134 13.33) = 
- - 2 6 (13 13.33) 2 0.6534 N2 (X2·-XTotal) - = 
6 (14.167 - 13.33) 2 = 4.2034 
N4 (- - )2 X J,.-x1'ota1 - = 6 (1!,.167 
2 
- 13.33) . = J,.2034 
~ n. (x x )2 = 10. 6131,. + 0.6534 + J,.2031,. l i - Total 
+ . 4.2034 = 19.6736 
Degrees of freedom = (K-1) = 4 1 = 3 
82 19.6736 
= 3 B Between-Groups Variance Estimate = 
82 
= 
6.5578 
B 
F ratio = 
82 
B 
~-
8. w 
6.5578 
~ Io.883 = 0.6025728 
F. 05 = 3.10 F . . 01 
,., 
.. :i (1 -
J'.!Jgg_T'Hl\OWfl 
. 
Pre-V.T. Exp. Post-V.T. Exp. 
Subj ec t II x . x2 x x2 
1 17 289 13 169 
2 24 576 20 1,00 
3 21 1,4.1 18 324 
4 15 225 14 196 
5 15 225 19 361 
. 
.6. 15 225 18 324 
}: 107 1981 102 1774 
Pre-V.T. Cont. Post-V.T. Cont. 
ubject# x x2 x x2 
7 23 529 22 1,.81,. 
8 17 289 17 289 
9 21 1,41 12 144 
10 13 169 15 225 
11 20 400 18 321, 
12 20 400 16 256 
c 114 2;22s 100 1722 
L XTotal =423 N=4(6)=24 
.. T/-
A. Within-Group Variance EnUmate 
l) 
1;::, 2 ~ x2 = ~x2 - ( t.1 XTotal) Total LI n -- . 
N 
= 72.83 
Bx~ = 1774 - (102) 2 ~- = 40 
Ex~ = 2228 (111,) 2 6 = 62 
Sxi = 1722 (100)
2 
-6-.- = 55.33 
' i 
Pooled sum of squares = 72.83 + 40 + 62 + 55,33 = 230.16 
Pooled sum of degrees of freedom = N-K = 24-4 = 20 
Within group variance estimate = 82 = 230.16 11.508 w 20 
B. Between· - Group Variance Estimate 
x1 = 
107 17.83 X3 = 
114 19 {) - 6- = 
x2 
102 17 X4 
100 16.67 = {) = = {) = 
x = 423 = 17.625 Total 24 
N2 (x2-XTotal) 2 · = 6 ( l 7 17.625) 2 = 2.34375 
N3 (X3-XTotal) 2 -· 6 (19 17.625)
2 
= 11.34375 
N4 (x 4-XTotal) 2 - 6 (16.67 - 17.625)
2 
= 5,47215 
I: (x. -xT t 1)2 Ni = 19.4118 :i o a 
-lA-
Degrees of Freedom = (K-1) = 4 - l - 3 
Between - Groups Variance Estimate = S~ = ~9~4ll 8 = 
F-Ratio - 6.4706 = 
-11.508 0.5623 
F. 05 = 3.10 
' ' 
; 
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SHOOTING SKILLS 
Method of Analysis: Analysis of Variance, One-Way with equal 
subgroups 
The analysis of variance has its greatest usefulness 
when two or more independent variables are studied. The 
analysis of variance consists of obtaining two independent 
estimates of variance,.one based upon variability between 
groups (between-group variance) and the other based upon 
the variability within ~roups (within-group variance). 
If the between-group variance is large(i.e., the difference 
between means is large) relative to the within-group variance, 
the F-ratio is large. Conversely, if the between group 
variance is small relative to the within-group variance, the 
F-ratio.will be small. 
An F-ratio of 3.10 or greater is required with 3 degrees 
of freedom to be significant at the .05 level. Our results 
gave the following F-ratios: 
Jump Shots (right)= 1.81 · 
Jump Shots (left) = 0.60 
Free-throws =0.56 
Therefore, this research revealed that the shooting skills 
of the women did not improve enough after training to be 
significant at the .05 l~vel. 
-1,0-
The statistical analysis of the basket shooting data 
revealed no significant difference between the experimental 
and control group at the .05 level of confidence for any of 
the three different shots. However, the F-ratios obtained 
were higher (more significant) for the jump shots than the 
free-throws. 
The fact that shooting differences between the experi-
mental group and the control group were not statistically 
significant does not lead us to the conclusion that the 
visual training had no ef~ect on the shooting. The fol-
lowing is a description of several variables that may have 
been responsible for contaminating the data. 
The first and most important variable was the fact 
that many of the control group members had continued to 
play basketball for recreation during the training period, 
while the members of the experimental group had not. 
Another factor was that the women were divided into 
experimental and control groups on a voluntary basis. 
Therefore, we were unable to balance the groups according 
to their pre-training visual and basketball shooting skills 
and randomly assign them to each group. 
The same researchers did no:t conduct the pre-and pos-
visual skills· tests. This may have produced a lack of 
continuity in the study. The women's basketball team was 
screened by the sports vision class at Pacific University 
during the mont~ of November,1981. Most of their findings 
were used as the pre-visual skill measurements, with only the 
Haynes ccomodative Rock, Howard-Dolman, and fixation disparity 
measurements having to be performed as additive findings. These 
r 
threo findings wore taken ln March, 1982 by h~o hhir<l year 
optom•try students who were not the two primary investigators. 
Approximately. one week nfter visual training began, two 
of the subjects in the experimental group discontinued their 
participation in the study. This reduced our sample size 
and the amount of data that could have been analyzed. 
The visual training phase of the study began in mid to 
late March. Unfortunately, one week into training, midterm 
examinations and Spring break began for all students at 
Pacific Univer.si ty. This interruption resulted in the loss of 
one week of in-office training. In future studies, esperiially 
involving students, examination and vacation periods should 
be avoided in the experimental design. 
As all of the girls ~ere very athletic, it was not 
surprising to learn that three of the experimental group 
members had participated in sports other .than basketball 
during the study. This resulted in a competition between time 
spent on traing and playing sports. Also, future studies 
should be desi~ned to precede the sports season involved. 
This will allow the results ·Of the training on performance 
to be more clearly and immediately evaluated. 
Motivation was a problem with several of the subjects. 
None of the subjects in the experimental group had a deficiency 
in their visual abilities 
advice, 
serious enough to cause them to 
It has often been stated that seek professional 
if a problem does not cause discomfort, a person is unlikely 
to work toward a cure. In addition, several· dubjects expre~sed 
a disbelief in improving their basketball game by visual 
training, ThiB disbelief combined with the lack of motivation 
undoubtedly reduced time spent on home training. The impor-
tance of subject cooperation and motivation in performing the 
home visual.training is obvious, since it comprised 85% of the 
total training time. 
With all of.the extra-11urricular activition and acadnmJcn 
to .occupy the women's time, there arose in-office training 
ti~e conflicts. Every subject missed at least one rigularly 
appointed in-offoce training session and had to be resched-
uled for a time later in the week. This created a disruption 
in the continuity of the training and a waste of training 
time. Usually ~hen a regularly. scheduled in-offoce train-
ing period was missed, there occurred a reduction in the 
time al1otted for ~ome training. 
The coach of the women's basketball team was very inter-
ested in having us perform the study and helped us contact 
the girls. It is extremely inportant that the coach continue 
to be actively involved in any study of this kind in order 
to maintain the athlete's 'motivation levels. 
We had originally Besigned the program so that the 
control group would take part in some group activity once 
a week fbr fifty minutes. This was not possible due to time 
conflicts with the members of the control group. Therefore, 
the placebo factor was not accounted for properly in our 
study. 
In summary,. althbugh our.study showed an improvement in 
basket shooting skills after a period of visual training, 
it was not significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
Further investigation is needed to determine if athletic. 
performance can be improved by visual skills enhancement. 
I: 
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APPENDIX A 
--·- -
ll;inamic Visual Acuity Instrumentation and Procedures 
Equipment 
(1) B&L Projector 
(2) Kirschner Rotator by Keystone View Go. 
(3) 24 11 x24'1 Translucent Screen by Keystone View Company 
(4) Stool for subject to sit on 
PROCEDURE 
( 1) The B&L projector was aimed toward the Kirschner Rotator . . 
so that a letter was reflected onto the 24 11 x24 11 trans-
lucent screen . 
. (2) The letter that was chosen as the test target was a 
11 Z". The target was measured to be 8.75.mm when re-
fleeted onto the screen. This is the same size as a 
20/20 letter when projected onto a chart at 20 1 • 
(3) The subject was seated at a distance of 10 1 from the 
screen. At this distance the projected letter sub-
tends the same angle as a 20/40 letter viewed at 20 1 • 
(4) Once the letter had been calibrated to the correct si~e, 
the diameter of its rotation was set so that it made 
a complete circle just inside the translucent screen. 
(5) A subject was then seated on the stool and told to keep 
her eyes closed until told otherwise. 
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(6) Next the Kirschner Rotator was turned on so that it 
rotated at maximum speed. 
(7) The subject was now told to open her eyes and view the 
screen. 
(8) The speed of th~ rotating letter was then reduced until 
the subject could recognize what it was. 
(9) This was then recorded as a number, which represented 
the numb~r of revolutions per minute that the letter 
made just when it could be recognized. 
r 
Kirschner Rotator 
-- . -----· 
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PIERCE SACCADE TEST 
coPYRIGHT <Q 1972 
Patient Examiner------
Age 
-
Date 
~te ____ _ 
I 
fi 5 -··s 2 I -1 
~ i ~ I ~ 4 4 g 1 
1 3 6 8 
8 1 4 3 ~7 97'9a ~ii:~ li 9 1 4 4 ~ 7 6 4 0 
-~ 1 0 5 3 211s1s. 8 2 3 6 
Time 
~!iLI!!!ber of 
ission Errors 
ffur..ber of · l dition Errors 
Total Time: 
Total Errors: -----'--
Age Equivalents: 
Performance 
Accuracy 
C<bservatior.s: 
__ Exaggerated head movements 
Siight head m:ivem-"l"lt 
I ' I 6n& 1®. 12 3 . 
~ 5 ~ 2 1 r.l :) Li · ;; 3 1 0 <' ~ . J_; 
5 4 () 7 5 7; 
1 4 4 9 1 G 
7 3 6 a ~ 
8 1 4 3 4 
7 9 7 9 .,! 'I 
4 3 a • a l 
6 8 1 3 ~· I~ 
9 .1 4 4 41 
7 6 4 0 4 
l 0 5 3 d ,, 
2 • s I s ..., 1 O; i5 s 2 ?. ;:;. ~ v -
I t 
I J 
I I l I ! ' . _, I I . ' I 1 
Total Time: 
------- -·· 
Tota 1 Errors: 
Performance 
Accuracy 
__ Used finger as a guide 
Abnormal working distance 
__ Note ·al:mormal posture. head tnt, etc. 
TEST 111 
i 
I 
' 
' 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
! 
COOK.INC. 
P. 0. BOX 4..08 
BLOOMINGTON. IND. 47401 
a 
2 
1 
7 
9 
6 
4 
/7 
8 
7. 
4 
4 
.5 
5 
3 
j> 
l'-d j;'.; 
,z 
1-:::1 
i;;:; 
j-::j 
Q 
~· 
-"-
' 
-~Pf'. le ~_llLX. J.'! ,. c 
,., ) l-
J w h ,. ., u h d <l 0 l I' 
~· l c b h h •) l I\ s L 
!\ L h c () 'l' s c 
0 0 i In 
J s h h a I( s l l. 
,$ 0 h w I' h w f a 0. 
t w \ w a r c Ill I' t 
'l' e h 0 t m b 0 r J 
c l h h 
w h l' t t 0 t s J s h 
h a s i !> 'l' s w c 
d 0 0 h l s 0 l Ill 
A J d 11 t Ill h h t d 
i s 0 w b i a I s t b c 
l' 0 0 t c. 0 s 
8 .J s a T i s h 
l l b t 0 b f 0 0 t h 
i l Ill T a c 0 f r 
Instructions: 
l. "When I say Go, I want you to read each letter out loud as fast 
and as accurately as you can. Read them in the same order as you 
would sentences." You may not point with your finger at t:he letters, 
2. Show the example card and have the child read all of the letters. 
Let the child hold the test at any distance they desire. When the 
child has finished reading the example card, ask hi.m if there are 
any questions, if not say "Ready ... Go". 
3. Start timing as soon as you say GO and continue until they have 
read the last letter. 
4, Mark each error on the above copy of the test by 
through it. Each skipped letter is an error, and if 
is skipped, mark a check by it .. and count each letter 
as an error. 
Scoring: 
drawing 
a whole 
in that 
Record the total tlme in seconds to complete the test: 
a line 
li.ne 
line 
Record double the total of all the errors on the test: ADD _______ _ 
Add the time and errors together for the Score: 
Seit: M F 
---
Age Birthdate Grade in school 
~~~- -~~~~--~--~~~ 
Wearing glasses during test: Yes No Date of last eye exam 
Have glasses ever been prescribed in the past: Yes No 
Reading level: __ _ on grade level, months above grade level, 
----
_____ ,_months below grade level 
c 1979 Norman Stern, o.n., Ph.D.: Pacific University 
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APPENDIX J[ 
Equipment: 1) Howard-Dolman Aparatus 
2) Rope 
3) Stool for patient to sit on 
Procedure: 1) Patient was seated on a stool ten feet from 
the Howard-Dolman aparatus. The stool was adjusted so that 
the subject was eye level with the dowels. 
2) The room lights were turned off and the light 
in the Howard-Dolman was turned on. 
3) The subject was instructed to take hold of 
the rope and move the .adjustable dowel so that it appears 
to be an equal distance from her as the stationary dowel. 
A) This was repeated three times with the 
adjustable dowel positioned behind the stationary dowel then 
three times with it in front of the stationary dowel. 
4) Each set of thrpe findings was averaged and 
recorded. A minus sign indicates that the adjust.able dowel 
was positioned behind the stationary dowel and a plus sign 
indicates that it was positioned in front.-
Adjµstable 
dowel 
. 10 1 
·-.57·~ 
Self·· :i.11 urn :Lnn t e d 
T-!ownrd-DoJmnn Appnrntnp, 
··-··--------------· 
...+----· 
...-r---·+-~1--- Stat:Lonary dowel 
1-
I 
Rope to adjust pos:Lt:Lon of dowel 
Stool for subject to sit on 
1! 
I 
! 
A near FDC is measured with a Disparometer, which is an 
instrument that is affixed to the near point rod of a 
phoropter. The patient views two apert~ress which are 
flanked by acuity charts. The acuity charts are provided 
to help stimulate fusion and to enable the practitioner 
to assess blur of the target which may occur when prism is 
introduced. When using the Disparometer it is necessary to: 
1) Slide the Disparometer onto the near point rod bi 
using the supporting hole which best aligns the 
_apertures with the patient's line of sight through 
the phoropter. Only one tightening screw should 
be used-- the one which abuts a flat surface of 
the near point rod. 
2) Use the polarizihg filters :i'n the phoropter 
3) Provide good illumination on the patient side 
of the Disparometer., The instrument stand lamp 
should adBquately illuminate both the apert~res and 
the two 11 windows 11 which direct light via fiber 
optics to the vernier lines within the apert0resr. 
To measure lateral fixation disparity the patient is 
directed to look at the top apert0re~. The examiner rotates 
the knob on the back to find the pair of vernier lines which 
appear aligned to the patient, the amount of the fixation 
disparity is then read from the top window on the examiner's 
s,ide of the Disparometer. The proper pair of lines is 
found by presenting, 'in succession, several different pairs 
of lines. For each presentation the patient is asked to 
-·'i9-
assess whether the top line appears to the 11 eso 11 or 11 exo 11 
side (markings above the aperture)) of the bottom line. The 
response indicates to the examiner the direction in which 
he/she should go for the next presentation. The final amount 
of fixation disparity can be quickly and accurately found to 
within 2 1 of arc. The angles are correct for a test distance 
of 40 centimeters. 
A fixation curve is measured by determining the fixation 
disparity for incremental amounts of prism introduced with 
the Risley prisms in the phoropter. The me~surement without 
prism should be made first and followed by the base-in measure-
ments. Thenre-measure with no prism and, if necessary, wait 
until it is nearly the same as originally before makihg the 
base-out measurements.,_ The data is recorded by directly 
graphing it on the recording graph paper. Increments of 
3A will produce good results, ·A further discussion of 
the prism increments is included later in this paper. 
Vertical fixation disparity is measured by directing 
the patient to view the bottom aperture" and assessing 
whether the right side iine is closer to 11 R11 or 11 L 11 
(markings next to the apertu.re) ,\, the response indicating 
to the examiner whether he/she ehould proceed towards rigl1t 
hyper or left hyper. A verti~al FDC is obtained by measuring 
the vertical fixation disparity with 16 incremental amounts 
of base-down and base-up prism before the right eye. The 
' '. 
' I
I 
I 
I 
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data is reco~ded directly on the recording form. Note that 
different scales are used on the form for vertical and lateral 
fixation disparity data. 
Source: Vision Analysis Disparometer™ 
Instruction Manual 
I 
:'I 
1, 
APPENDIX Ji 
W~ne Saccadic Fixation Test 
-- - ----
Equipment: Wayne Saccadic Fixator 
Setting: Mode 1 
60 seconds 
Sound A 
Procedure: The board was positioned so that the center of the 
~anel was at the eye level of the subject. The subjects were 
instructed to press the buttons next to the lights as quickly as 
possible. In addition, no restrictions were placed on head 
movement. 
The subjects were tested using normal room illumination, and the 
total number bf responses in one minute was recorded. 
'i 
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VISUAL TRAINING 
--------/ d 
Description: 
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I I PUCO Clinics 13.01 I I 
' 
Patient:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Doctor:_~~~~~~~~~~~""-~~~-
Date: Next Appointment.~~~~~ 
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lltuna11 HullJ01·l~ n1:1lf1i1no. r·'orm 
1. Inoti tul:Jon 
"'~·----•WM•••~ ... -~'"'""'~'-
A. 'l'.i.tle of Project: Vi~;ual Bnha.ncomcnt and Unsketbul l Pf'rforinancc 
D. l:">r:lnciplll Ir1vcst.i.gators: Dennis Brinkerhoff and Monty F'riedow 
c. /\dvisors: Norman Stern OD. PhD. and /\l Reichow OD, 
D. Location' Pacific University College of Optometry, Porest Grove, OH. 
g~ Date: 1982 
2. Description_ of_ Project. 
This project is designed to determine if superior college basketball players have 
superior vi.sual abilities as compared to less accomplished players, if these 
visual abilities are enhanced by visual therapy,, and ·if the enhanced visual 
abilities will result in improved basketball performance. 
3, Description of Benefit~ 
This study will .a.dd to the basic understanding of the relationship between 
visual abilities and athletic performance, and the transfer effect of enhanct;ld 
visual abilities to athletic performance. 
4. Descript.ion of Risks 
. 'rhe visual pre and post measures and visual enhancement therapy procedures 
are normally used optometric techniques and any risks from them are those 
associated with routi.nely used techniques. No known routine risks are known 
for the techniques, but there is always the possibility that the techniques could 
adversely effect either long or short term athletic perfortnat)Ce or cause 
eyestrain symptoms. 'rhe athletic performance measures are routine tasks involved 
in practice of the sport. 
5. Compensation and Medical Care 
If you are injured in this experiment it is possible that you will not receive 
compensation·or medical care fro1n Pacific University, the experimenters, or any 
organization associated with the experiment. All reasonable care will be used 
to prevent injury however. 
6. Alternatives Advantageous to Subjects 
Not applicable. 
7. Offer to Answer any Inquiries 
'l'he experimenter will be happy to answer any questions that you may have at any 
time during the course of this study. 
8. Freedom to Withdraw 
You are free to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation in this 
project or activity at any time without prejudice 1;o you. 
I have read and understand the above. I am 18 years of age or over. 
Printed Name 
Signed -..,----------· Date 
Phone 
Name and address of a person not living with you who will always know your 
-------. ---
